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                                    Contact us
Hampshire and Isle of Wight Air Ambulance

F4 Adanac Park

Adanac Drive

Nursling

Southampton

SO16 0BT

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Air Ambulance is a private company limited by guarantee. Registered office as above. Registered in England and in Wales.

tel: 023 8074 3510

General enquiry email: [email protected]

Clinical incident enquiry: [email protected]

Registered Charity Number: 1106234

Company Number: 5244460
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                Tell us how you would like to stay informed about our vital life saving work.
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
Cookie SettingsAccept All


Manage consent
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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								Always Enabled
													

						
							
								
									Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	gg_donation_date	Session duration	This cookie is set when you donate monthly on our website. It saves the date on which you wish to donate.
	gg_fixed_donation	Session duration	This cookie is set when you donate on our website. It saves the amount you wish to donate.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
	woocommerce_cart_hash	Session duration	Helps our shop platform, WooCommerce, determine when cart contents/data changes.
	woocommerce_items_in_cart	Session duration	Helps our shop platform, WooCommerce, determine when cart contents/data changes.
	wp_woocommerce_session_	2 days	Contains a unique code for each customer so that our shop platform knows where to find the cart data in the database for each customer
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									Analytics & Advertisement
								

													

						
							
								
									Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.

Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_fbp	3 months	This cookie is set by Facebook to display advertisements when either on Facebook or on a digital platform powered by Facebook advertising, after visiting the website.
	_ga	2 years	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_ga_9FBTRT17EF	2 years	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics.
	_gat_UA-58428915-1	1 minute	A variation of the _gat cookie set by Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager to allow website owners to track visitor behaviour and measure site performance. The pattern element in the name contains the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
	ac_enable_tracking	1 month	This cookie is set by Active Campaign to denote that traffic is enabled for the website.
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